Topic vocabulary
Verbs for travelling

The city and the country

explore (v), book (v), drive (v), set off (v), hike (v, n),

capital city (n), walled (adj), beaches (n),

climb (v, n), pack (v), depart (v), roam (v),

mountains (n), forest (n), view point (n), view (n),

take a break (v), head north (v), return (v)

in the wild (n.ph), safari (n), savannah (n), herd (n)

STEVE

Hi, my name is Steve and in this video, I’m going to
be taking you around the beautiful country of Sri
Lanka.
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Sri Lanka with Steve
I arrived in the capital city of Colombo and I spent
one day exploring the local life on the streets.
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Colombo
The next day, I was really excited. I decided to book
my own tuk-tuk.
I spent a few hours learning how to drive this
three-wheeled vehicle, then I set off, on my own, to
explore the country of Sri Lanka.
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STEVE

I drove for five hours my first day and was very
excited to arrive in the south, in a famous walled
city called Galle.
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Galle
When I was in the south, I also found some nice
beaches to swim, surf the waves and also hike
around in the jungle.
Just a few hours north of the beaches are some
mountains where I found a big forest to go hiking.
Oof. All right, we're not quite at the top yet, but we
just made it to our first view point and this is
beautiful. But we got one more climb to the top of
Ella Rock, so we’ll see you there.
All that hike is now completely worth it. This view is
incredible!
All right, after seeing some amazing views we’re
going to begin our hike down so, we’ll see you
somewhere else.
Every morning, I would pack my bags in my tuk-tuk
and depart to a new location.
We just made it onto a road called B35, which is very
well known to have wild elephants roaming around.
So, we took a break right here to adjust ourselves,
but we’re gonna head north on this road, so look out
for some elephants. Hopefully.
You guys, we found an elephant!
Seeing an elephant in the wild was really exciting, so
I decided to go on safari to see more.
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All right guys, we are in our vehicle. It is time for a
safari! Let’s go see some animals.
Now we’re in more of an open savannah and we saw
a huge herd of elephants.
Oh my goodness, we found another herd of
elephants and right here is a baby elephant. It's such
a little cutie!
During my trip, I met so many friendly people who
made my time in Sri Lanka very memorable. I love to
learn about new cultures, so travelling around Sri
Lanka was a great experience for me.
I had a very nice time in this country, so I know I will
definitely return for more adventures.
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